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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
is set to travel today to Bangladesh, the first
leg on an Asian tour that will also take him to
Japan, South Korea and Vietnam. Kuwait and
these four Asian nations maintain close ties in
all fields thanks to the frequent visit
exchanges on all levels. In its quest for sus-
tainable economic development, the State of
Kuwait seeks to benefit from the successful
experiences of highly developed economies
in Southeast Asia.

The agenda of His Highness the Prime
Minister’s official visit to Bangladesh includes
political, economic, investment and educa-
tional issues. The bilateral relations, based on
reciprocity and mutual support, have grown
steadily since the two countries established
diplomatic ties in early 1970s.

Bangladesh stood by Kuwait during the lat-
ter’s liberation war from the Iraqi invasion in
1991 and contributed a military unit to the
international campaign Operation Desert
Shield. In May, 1991, then prime minister of
Bangladesh Khaleda Zia paid an official visit to
Kuwait to show solidarity with the country fol-
lowing its liberation.

Bangladesh also contributed peace-keep-
ing forces to the UN Iraq-Kuwait Observation
Mission (UNIKOM) deployed along the bor-
derlines between the two countries after the
war. The defense cooperation between Kuwait
and Bangladesh also made great strides after
the two countries signed several deals in this
field. A considerable number of Bangladeshi
troops work for the Kuwaiti army in several
logistic and other domains.

Economic cooperation
Similarly, the economic and commercial

cooperation gained momentum based on the
complementary resources of both economies
and the shared desire to tap into the poten-
tials of investment and trade relations. In 1995
the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) of
Bangladesh held its first trade fair in Kuwait
which gathered 15 Bangladeshi companies.

In 2011 the two countries signed a trade
agreement which replaced the agreement of
1979. The bilateral trade volume grew from
just $25 million before the Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait to nearly $520 million in 2010, tilting
generally in favor of Kuwait.  While
Bangladesh’s exports of tea, vegetables, fruits,
fish, clothes and leather were estimated at
$5.8 million in 2010, its oil imports from
Kuwait hit $513.6 million.

Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED) plays a growing role in
financing the development projects in
Bangladesh and other friendly countries; it
has signed recently an agreement to offer a
$15 million loan for the Bangladeshi govern-
ment to fund the Sikalbaha Gas Power Plant
in the southeast coastal region of Chittagong
which has a design capacity of 225
megawatts. In 2012 KFAED and Dhaka, the
capital city of Bangladesh, signed a loan
agreement worth $14 million for financing
the Lebukhali Bridge.

Regarding the cultural ties, the ministries
of Awqaf and Islamic of both countries signed
MoU to exchange experience. In 2015 Kuwait
House of National Works inked a deal with the
Bangladeshi government to organize joint
exhibitions in both countries. 

Special importance
Kuwaiti Ambassador to Bangladesh Adel

Mohammad Hayat commented on His
Highness the Prime Minister ’s visit to
Bangladesh, saying that it is of special impor-
tance, thanks to the deep-rooted ties

between the two nations.
He added that this visit comes upon an

official invitation from the Bangladeshi Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina Wazed. The two top
officials will tackle during the visit issues of
common interest and means of boosting
bilateral cooperation in various fields, he
added.

His Highness the Prime Minister will also be
meeting Bangladeshi President Mohammad
Abdul Hamid, and Prime Minister Wazed. Both
sides will sign a number of cooperation agree-
ments, he said. He will also visit the National
Martyrs’ Memorial in Savar and Museum of
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, he said.

Bangladeshi-Kuwaiti relations witnessed
remarkable developments since the establish-
ment of Bangladesh in 1971 as Kuwait was
one of the first nations which recognized the
new state, he mentioned.

Remarkable position
Bangladesh has a remarkable position in

condemning the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait back
in 1990, and its national forces took part
along with the international coalition to liber-
ate Kuwait, he said. Bangladesh also has a firm
stance in voting in favor of all the United
Nations Security Council (UNSC) resolutions
supporting Kuwait during the Iraqi invasion,
when it had a membership in the Security
council in 2001-2002, he added. The
Bangladeshi soldiers also participated in the
demining operations following Kuwait ’s
Liberation, he said.

Kuwait is a distinguished trade partner
with Bangladesh as the latter imports large
quantities of Kuwaiti oil, while a total of
200,000 Bangladeshis work in Kuwait, besides
4,000 Bangladeshi personnel work in the
Kuwaiti Army as a back-up force.

Kuwait contributes to the development of
Bangladesh and construction of the state’s
infrastructure through the loans offered by
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development
(KFAED). One the other hand, Kuwaiti Joint
Relief Committee (KJRC), and social and tech-
nological support institution are offering relief
and humanitarian aid to poor people in
Bangladesh, besides constructing mosques,
schools, and orphanages.—KUNA
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UNHCR lauds Amir’s
humanitarian role

KUWAIT: UNHCR chief Filippo Grandi (left) and KFAED Director General Abdelwahad Al-Bader attend a press conference to announce signing a
memorandum of understanding between the two sides. — KUNA

UNHCR, KFAED sign landmark agreement
By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNCHR) and
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development
(KFAED) signed a memorandum of under-
standing (MoU) yesterday. The landmark
cooperation between the two agencies was
signed between UNHCR chief Filippo Grandi
and KFAED Director General Abdelwahad Al-
Bader, which took place at Kuwait ’s UN
Headquarters in Mishref.

The framework agreement, according to
Grandi, was a ‘new and additional page’ in
the chapter of already growing cooperation
between Kuwait and the UNCHR. “ This
framework agreement was promoted by HH
the Amir of Kuwait and by his government
and within the agreement we are sure that
we are going to start important projects
together,” he said.

Strategic partnership
Grandi said he chose Kuwait as the first

country to visit as new UNHCR chief among
other Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) mem-
ber states to show the importance of their
strategic partnership, especially as Kuwait is
known as a leader in humanitarian issues as

well as the strategic partnership between UN
agencies, particularly the refugee agency, and
Kuwait. “I wanted to use this opportunity to
personally thank HH the Amir for his commit-
ment as a global humanitarian leader.
Through him and to the government and
people of Kuwait, and the support given by
Kuwait, especially over the last years wherein
serious problems of refugees were witnessed
by everyone, the role of Kuwait has been
exemplary,” he said.  

Grandi noted the support of Kuwait is
especially important nowadays because the
numbers of refugees are alarmingly growing.
“Refugees and displaced people are growing
rapidly. Right now we have over 70 million
people being dealt with. Unless a political
solution is found, especially in conflict areas,
refugee numbers will grow further. What we
see in Syria as we speak is very dangerous,” he
said. “The world is talking about refugees with
fear now. But we will have more if we do not
find a solution by the soonest,” he said, refer-
ring to a spike in violence in Syria in the past
few days.  He also thanked the Amir for host-
ing three international humanitarian pledging
conferences for Syria, noting that he will
attend a conference in  Kuwait today to dis-
cuss the commitment of the donors to the aid

pledges made in the fourth “Supporting Syria
and the Region” conference in London in
February this year.

Yemeni talks
He also spoke highly of Kuwait for hosting

the intra-Yemeni peace talks, adding that
UNHCR’s aid workers are trying desperately to
reach the millions of Yemenis trapped in the
conflict but to no avail due to the raging fight-
ing. Grandi added that, besides the Syrian and
Yemeni crises, he discussed with Kuwaiti lead-
ers the suffering of internally-displaced peo-
ple in Iraq, which is exacerbating under the
prolonged political conflict.

Meanwhile, Bader said the document
signed yesterday will enable both agencies to
scale up aid for needy people in conflict-hit
areas. KFAED’s director general appreciated as
“honorable” the leading role of UNHCR in
humanitarian action over the last 60 years
around the globe. He added that the fund has
been representing the government of Kuwait
in humanitarian action, besides its principal
role in backing development projects world-
wide. He voiced hope that the MoU will
enable UNHCR to take advantage of some of
the fund’s resources in launching joint aid
projects in several areas. 

Kuwait’s Deputy Foreign Minister
Khaled Al-Jarallah attends the meeting.

KUWAIT: IICO Chairman Dr Abdullah Al-
Maatouq speaks during the donors’
meeting . — KUNA

KUWAIT: International Islamic Charitable
Organization (IICO) Chairman and UN
Secretary-General’s Humanitarian Envoy Dr
Abdullah Al-Maatouq said yesterday the inter-
national community should seek to find gen-
uine political solutions to the Syrian crisis.

In a keynote speech at a meeting of major
donors for supporting Syrian people, Maatouq,
who is also Advisor at the Amiri Diwan, said
humanitarian efforts could not be deemed an
alternative to political ones. Calling for a fast-
track political settlement to the over-five-year
crisis in Syria, Maatouq emphasized that all
legal means should be used to stop uncontrol-
lable bloodshed in this Arab country. He also
called for protecting civilians, ensuring relief
aid access to thousands of besieged people,
noting that there are 13.5 million homeless
people in Syria and 9.8 million Syrians are
locked in sharp food shortage. He regretted
that around 60 percent of public hospitals and
clinics are not fully operating while roughly 11
million people are in dire need of medical help.

Maatouq pointed out that nearly 25 per-
cent of Syrian schools are out of service as at
least 5,000 schools have been either destroyed
or used as shelters, lamenting that the dossier
of basic services poses a major challenge
owing to deliberately planned attacks on infra-
structure utilities.

Aleppo bombardment
The IICO chief deplored recent barrel bomb

attacks by governmental forces on hospitals,
marketplaces and houses in Aleppo. However,
he vowed that his organization, together with
other humanitarian agencies, would never
give up calls for putting an end to the tragic
humanitarian situation in Syria, including
killing, displacement and bombing, estimating
that over 300,000 people have been killed
since the outbreak of the crisis. On the donors
meeting, he said it mainly aimed at looking
into the humanitarian situation in Syria and
putting humanitarian response plans in place
in an effective and immediate manner. The
meeting is held under the aegis of First Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Deputy
Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah, UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Filippo
Grandi and UN Assistant Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Partnerships with the Middle
East and Central Asia Rashid Khalikov. 

Critical point 
Meanwhile, Jarallah said that the Syrian

major donor’s conference Kuwait is hosting on
Monday comes amid critical conditions and
accelerating developments worldwide. He
added that the world is experiencing unprece-
dented humanitarian disasters in terms of long
time span and numbers of victims, which
aggravated challenges and made international
cooperation inevitable to seek solutions as
well as preventive measures to avoid future
happenings.

Over the past five years, the world has wit-
nessed back-to-back conflicts and civil wars
that drove up to 60 million people out of their
homes, or countries, Jarallah said.
Unfortunately, the Middle East has had the
lion’s share of extremism and terrorism that
emerged over the past years, and the Syrian
people were the most harmed, as their
humanitarian crisis entered the sixth year.

The Syrian conflict has killed 260,000 peo-
ple and created five million refugees and 13.5
million in desperate need for humanitarian aid
inside Syria, the Deputy Foreign Minister said.
The repercussions of the conflict have come to
hit  Europe, posing a threat to international
security and stability, he added.

Ethical responsibility
Jarallah noted that he is following up with

“deep worry” developments in the aftermath
of the Syrian regime’s brutal attacks that
recently hit Aleppo and targeted schools and
hospitals, killing and injuring hundreds of
innocent people, among them women and
children. This latest events have doubled the
ethical and humanitarian responsibility on the
international community to end the bloody
conflict that has been destroying all aspects of
life in the country, as all parties do not hesitate
to use all types of weapons, even internation-
ally prohibited, against the unarmed civilians,
he said.

Kuwait has generously responded to the
implications of the Syrian humanitarian disas-
ter and hosted the First, Second and Third
International Humanitarian Pledging
Conference for Syria Donors over the past
three years, at the behest of His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. Donations announced during the three
events hit $7 billion, which helped pave the
way for long-term international humanitarian
support to the Syrian people.  Kuwait has also
taken part in the first conference on Syria in
London last February. Kuwait’s contributions in
the four events hit $1.6 billion. — KUNA

IICO urges world to find
solution to Syrian crisis

KUWAIT: The Arab Media Forum is a venue
to discuss how media were affecting peo-
ple’s l ives, Information Minister Sheikh
Salman Al-Sabah said Sunday. Kuwait ’s
media strategy aimed at addressing citi-
zens’ issues and al lowing nationals  to
express themselves in a manner that high-
light their identity, citizenship, tolerance
and unit y,  sa id  Sheik h Salman,  a lso
Minister of State for Youth.

Sheikh Salman, representing His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, who was
sponsoring the forum, warned against dan-
gers facing “our youth and their nation by
spreading the culture of violence and
extremism.” He called on Arab countries to
join hands to address these dangers, urging
participants in the forum to explore ideas
that would promote media action against
extremism.

Jordanian Information Minister Dr
Mohammad Al-Moumni said the forum was
an excellent venue to highlight Jordan’s
media experience. He said the Arab coun-
tries should confront the media which
aimed at undermining security and stability
of people and communities.

Moumni said every Arab country should
have a group of specialists to determine
what kind of messages the media should
convey. Moumni, shedding light on media
laws in Jordan, said his country was the first
Arab country that gave the journalist the
right to get information from all officials

regardless of their ranks. He said media
means have a great role to play against ter-
rorists and extremists. Jordan, he added,
was highlighting the true image of Islam
which was open to civilizations and cul-
tures.  He meanwhile  said Kuwait  and
Jordan were coordinating over a host of
political issues including the importance of
strengthening security and stability of the
region. Kuwait and Jordan, said Moumni,
shared the views over the peace process in
the Middle East, ending the Israeli-Arab
conflict and condemning Israeli measures
in Al-Aqsa Mosque. The two countries are
bound by over 25 cooperation agreements
and protocols, he said, and thanked Kuwait
for its contributions to development in
Jordan,  and assistance to the Syr ian
refugees. Secretary General of the Arab
Media Forum Madhi Al-Khamees said media
were seeking unity of people rather than
disunity.— KUNA

Media key to people’s
lives: Info Minister

KUWAIT: Information Minister Sheikh
Salman Al-Sabah speaks during the
Arab Media Forum on Sunday. 
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KUWAIT: The Embassy of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Kuwait strongly
denied reports claiming that it inter-
fered in the Yemeni peace talks cur-
rently tak ing place in Kuwait.
Accordingly, the embassy issued the
following statement to the local press: 

“ The Embassy of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Kuwait categorical-
ly denies a news report published by
Al-Watan news website on April 30,
2016, claiming that the embassy sent
a special delegation to assist those
that the website describes as the ‘pro-
coup delegation’ taking part in the
Yemeni peace talks in progress. The
embassy denies the report’s claims
that a number of Iranian advisors are
present close to where these talks are
taking place, considering this as mere
media fabrication originating in the
aforementioned reporter’s imagina-
tion. The embassy emphasizes the
necessity to scrutinize news before
publishing them because what the
website mentioned are mere old for-
gotten allegations.” 

Iranian Embassy
denies interfering

in talks


